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Egira - Defendable Cloud

Egira is an information system platform developed
by Saab that’s robust, secure and scalable. It was
created to serve as the digital infrastructure in our
products, as the basis for hybrid or on-premises
data centres and as a systems development
environment. Egira is our answer to the challenges
of secure service hosting, data confidentiality and
information integrity. With Egira you can take control
of your own cloud.

Modern information technology and software enables
us to build defendable cloud systems to achieve security.
Egira has been designed to be vendor-independent
as regards software and hardware in order to avoid
legacy problematics.
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The secret to security in Egira is the modern techniques
that enable compartmentalisation, service persistence
and trustworthy identification. To protect system
information and functionality over time three system
characteristics are necessary. The required system
characteristics are: difficulty in gaining unauthorised
access, high degree of situational awareness, and
resilient functionality.
In the Egira security pyramid you need to start from the
bottom and work your way up to build robust systems.
Trust, compliance and perimeter security are important
for Egira and are handled through governance and
controlled environments. Supply channel problematics
are handled through multiple tools monitoring the
sources of the software. Adequate hardware sourcing
process is of considerable importance.

Egira has a full measured boot process with signed
software so that only signed recognised software
can run in the system. The signed software in Egira is
supply-chain monitored and checked before it is
signed to mitigate the risks of a supply-side attack
vector being successful.
Any secure environment is defined by control and order.
With control and order it is easy for the human mind to
see whether something is out of line. Utilising this fact
for defence, Egira has a controlled software defined
infrastructure landscape which means that a well-defined
and trusted computing base, including hardware, enables
mechanisms such as whitelisted-only functionality. Welldefined communication paths for infrastructure services
enable monitoring tools to understand rogue traffic. Egira
utilises the principle of least privilege, which enables
monitoring and control to discover privilege escalation
techniques. One major cornerstone of Egira is the X.509
certificate standard and efficient certificate management
which enables system monitoring, so that you can reliably
answer the who, what, when and where questions about
a system event.
Proper system separation and segmentation ensures
limited effect on lateral movement techniques used by an
aggressor. Runtime environment and networking solution
can be segmented according to system needs and risk
analysis. Role-based access control is implemented to
ensure information confidentiality.

Egira uses audit chains to supervise security functionality status, thus enabling secure intrusion detection
and prevention. An audit chain collects and aggregates system events into a number of audit trails through
correlation or association. In essence it enables very detailed analysis of what is happening in a system.
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Network intrusion detection systems monitor the network traffic and generate alerts if irregular traffic
patterns emerge. A host-based intrusion detection system monitors the machines in the Egira systems.
Application logs, syslog and other data are used to collect endpoint information. The log collectors utilise
secure transport mechanisms and can utilise cross-zone security mechanisms for enhanced security.
Like any data processed or collected in Egira it is based on a micro service architecture.

Data visualisation software presents audit trails, together with adversarial information and overview of
system health to give the operators the required support. Third party machine learning software can
access the full collection of logs to support the operators through generation of alerts and possible
indicators of compromise highlights.
Conceptually, an organisation can choose the extent to which it wants to enable information extraction
from an aggressor as regards cyber defence operations and cyber system protection. With risk
management, threat intelligence, defendable systems and a managed response you can secure your
information system.
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